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The CSB Research Bible is made to help you know and become transformed by God’s Phrase, the
CSB Study Bible includes an award-winning selection of study assets including over 16,000
study notes, equipment, and word studies— Featuring the extremely readable, highly reliable text
of the Christian Standard Bible (CSB), this  words in reddish colored, center-column cross-
references, and three columns of notes To motivate you to grow in your understanding and like
for God’s Word.s original meaning without sacrificing clarity, rendering it easier to build
relationships Scripture' For both deep research and daily reading, the CSB Research Bible is the
ideal source for lifelong discipleship.Features include:368 word research to introduce you to the
context and meaning at the rear of essential Greek and Hebrew wordsHigh-quality smyth-sewn
binding that may lie open whether you are reading Genesis 1 or Revelation 22Full-color visuals
to help you see the framework and context of Scripture stand out, including 94 photographs, 55
maps, 44 paintings, 21 illustrations/reconstructions, 19 charts, and 61 timelinesIntroductions
and outlines for every book, including background details, theological themes, and insights into
the unique contribution of every bookEasy-to-read layout with two columns of text,
Jesus'research Bible keeps Scripture principal on every web page. The CSB Study Bible features
the extremely readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Regular Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays
as literal as possible to the Bible'each tool presented on the same page as the verses it refers
to.s life-transforming message also to share it with others.
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Great Leather Bible! Great leather bible! The Bible is certainly quite think - maybe around 2
inches thick. The print is small. I am happy with my buy. And I've purchased a number of
research bibles. The most important particular in reference to this translation may be the up to
date terminology which adds considerably to better understanding and the creation of even
more viable "pictures". well made.At this point, having read about half of the Bible in this
version, I cannot say I have found anything that is a negative. All of these are very well done and
very helpful in your research of the Scriptures.” I don’t limit myself to 1 translation, but I take
advantage of many for sermon and Bible study preparation. A quality study Bible I actually am a
Pastor and a “Research Bible Junkie. The translation, study notes, and content are theologically
reasonable. I've found some notes that lean to a “Cesationiet” point of view which do not sign up
to. However, for the most part the notes have become balanced. I really like the binding. When I
ordered it, I didn’t know it would be goatskin. It appears to be very top quality. Great Study
Bible. My Favorite ever. The translation seems to be true to the original word. Clarity of
Language I have historically read quite a number of various translations and also have enjoyed
this translation of the Scripture tremendously. This is my main bible now. Both the research
notes and the version is currently my favorite. ? Great Bible All around among the best research
bibles i've owned. simple reading, textual fidelity, research resources, great word research break
outs. In reading the book of Hebrews, I am convinced that was the best development of this
particular book I have read. It's not a bible I'll take in public :( The text is very readable and
understand The text is quite readable and understand. I really like this translation however the
bible itself wasn't the very best. The cover was all scratched up and the gilding was AWFUL!!
Nice Bible Really nice Bible. Great translation, not good bible. and the quality of the printing,
paper, binding, and cover is certainly superb. The commentary and study notes are excellent;!
Several pages weren't cut properly, though. As well as the study notes, there are 368 word
studies, almost 100 photographs, and in addition many maps, timelines, content, illustrations
and charts that include the study tools. Since the CSB translation can be a re-perform of the
HCSB (Holman Christian Standard Bible), it seems sensible that the study notes in the CSB
Research Bible are the same or at least nearly the same as that which was in the HCSB Study
Bible. Holman came out with the CSB Study Bible a little while ago and We was very thinking
about checking this out. The even more I browse the CSB, the even more I am liking it. From a
style perspective, I like this Research Bible and also, it looks made very well. The more than
15,000 verse-level research notes in the CSB Study Bible are fairly regular of what you would
expect in a study Bible. Highly suggested for sure! I checked a handful of examples even though
the formatting can vary greatly a little bit, the content of the verse-level Study Notes appear to
be the same, as do the book introductions. This is actually the one for me I've several bibles but
it has become my absolute favourite, the footnotes,maps and character readings are wonderful
A fantastic Study Bible! That is an enjoyable examine. If you are searching for a good Study Bible
then I think you will see this to be a very valuable option if you are looking for a Study Bible.
Great bible and great version. But, hey, it’s a study bible. The content is total and well described.
The translation seems to be true to the initial word.
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